TOPICS
Deliberate Choices

Each Day, Each Hour what deliberate choices you
make consciously and unconsciously.

Team

How to assemble a team, motivate a team and
when are the times you don’t need your team.

Risk taking

They can only say NO, how to apply this not only
in business but in all parts of your life.

BOOK
“Never Drink Coffee During A
Business Meeting” describes
how one woman successfully
shattered her own glass
ceilings by packing her Coach
briefcase with the wit and
wisdom of the powerful women
she met on her way to the top.
While reading this book, you will learn why
you should aspire to new potentials not new
positions, how to get a little game going in golf
and why you should learn to love Sunday Night
Football, what single article of clothing that
might just be the women’s equivalent of a power-tie, and where to find Mentors: the secret
weapon of all female CEO’s.

TO BOOK LIZA FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT:

(253) 468-8801
liza@lizamariegarcia.com
LizaMarieGarcia.com

ABOUT LIZA MARIE
Liza Garcia was 27 years old when she started
her first IT Telecommunication-based software
firm and was one of the first female software
design engineers for IBM. This company, based
in both Seattle and Portland markets brought
national and international exposure to her and
her team. Throughout this experience in what
was nearly 100% male-dominated industry, she
learned the rules for not only working in corporate America, but gained the respect which lead
to her reputed voice in that environment. She is
currently CEO of Enterprise Communication
Services.
Ms. Garcia is an active member of the International CEO think tank group “Vistage” in
Tampa, a certified women’s mentor through
Mentoring Women’s Network, and a distinguished member of the Board of Directors for
“Little Light of Mine”- a foundation which provides photography services to families who
have a child facing life-threatening illnesses.
Liza is a member of the Tampa Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, The Chamber of Commerce
of St. Petersburg and Working Women of
Tampa Bay.

